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LABOR ECONOMICS 

Week 8 

Labor demand – Basics 2 

János Köllő 

•Monopoly 

•Monopsony 

•Quasi-fixed costs 

•Empirical issues 
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The marginal revenue curve of the monopoly is steeper.  

The optimal number of workers is lower at the same wage. 

 

Monopsony 

The competitive firm faces a horizontal supply curve. The monopsony faces an upward 

sloping supply curve. While one-company towns are rare, many firms have monopsony 

power in local occupational labor markets  

Why the supply curve slopes upwards? 

•„Classic” monopsony in one company towns: obvious 

•Mobility costs: if costs are high, workers can be enticed from other firms only at the 

expense of significant wage premia  positive relationship between supply and the 

wage. 

•Firm size, monitoring costs and efficiency wages. Firms have to monitor workers in 

order to prevent shirking. Monitoring in large firms is rather costly. Paying wages above 

the going market wage is an alternative to direct monitoring.  ‘efficiency wage setting’ 

establishes positive relationship between firm size and the wage. 
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Two types of monopsony 

•Discriminating monopsony: each worker is paid his/her reservation wage. 

•Non-discriminating monopsony: each worker is paid the reservation wage of the 

last-hired worker. 

•We first discuss the latter case. 

The case against discrimination: „equal pay 

for equal work”   

Source: Survey of the Wage Dynamics Network (Kézdi, Kónya and Nobilis 2007) 
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Marginal expenditure on labor (MEL) 

For the competitive firm MELis equal to the going market wage. The non-discriminating 

monopsony has to increase the wage (of all employees) each time it wants to hire an 

additional worker  MEL is steeper than S.  

Monopsony: optimal L 

Optimal number of workers: 

MEL=MRPL   
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Monopsony: optimal w = wA?   

w = wA ? Obviously not!   

Offering wage wB is sufficient to 

generate supply of LA workers 

Therefore the optimum is at B[wB, LA] 

AB = monopsony rent 
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Discriminating monopsony 

The firm pays each worker his or her 

reservation wage. 

The optimum is at point A(LA, wA) – 

employment is at its competitive level, 

workers are paid different wages.  

There is no monopsony rent (nor 

employee’s surplus).   

Fixed and quasi-fixed costs 

•Wage cost = variable cost 

•Searching, screening and training costs depend on the number of workers and arise at 

hiring = fixed cost. 

•Certain costs change in a stepwise manner with respect to working hours (e.g. 

launching a new shift, overtime pay) = quasi-fixed cost.   
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The existence of fixed costs influence the choice between working hours 

and number of workers.

Fixed costs  have to be recouped  current wages cannot be equal to 

current marginal productivity.
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Implications of fixed costs: 

overtime versus hiring  

•Firm can increase production by lengthening working hours or hiring new workers. 

•Marginal returns to working hours: MPH. 

•Marginal product of an additional worker: MPN. 

•Both are positive and diminishing (because of diminishing K/L and exhaustion). 

•Marginal expenditure on working hours: MEH. 

•Marginal expenditure on hiring extra worker: MEN. 

•Both MEH and MEL can be substantial due to high overtime premia and high fixed 

costs, respectively 

•Optimum condition:   

Example: can jobs be created by making 

overtime more putting a ban on it? 

•Not necessarily. It is now in the firm’s interest to employ more people with less (or zero) 

overtime, but: 

•Labor costs grow even if the firm abolishes overtime because hiring new people incurs 

quasi-fixed costs  substitution with capital and negative scale effect 

•Those currently working overtime and the unemployed are not necessarily perfect 

substitutes  overtime remains, substitution with capital and scale effect reduce the 

demand for labor 

•If there is long-term agreement over working hours and remuneration (base wage + 

overtime premium)  base wages may be cut instead of  substituting newly hired 

workers for working hours. 
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Training costs 

– Specific on-the-job training 

•Training costs represent the most significant type of quasi-fixed costs. 

•On-the-job training and the informal collection of experience tend to have direct and 

indirect costs (outlays on courses, participation fees and foregone output, respectively). 

• We consider on-the-job training, which boosts productivity only at the firm financing the 

training (specific on-the-job training). 

•Under what conditions will specific on-the-job training take place? 

Specific on-the-job training 

Two periods (0=trainig, 1= after training). Z direct training cost. Marginal product in lack 

of training is MP  

Discounted marginal expenditure = DME = w0 + Z + w1/(1+r) 

Discounted marginal revenue = DMR = MP0 + MP1/(1+r) 

Note that MP0 is below pre-training marginal productivity (MP0 <MP)! 

DMC=DMR if w0 + Z - MP0 = (MP1 - w1)/(1+r) 

What wages (w0, w1) will equate marginal costs and marginal revenues? 

•The firm’s decision is subject to three constraints: 

•Constraint 1: w0 + w1/(1+r)  w* + w*/(1+r), if w* is the market wage. (Incentive 

constraint: the workers has to earn at least at much as the market wage in two periods). 

•Constraint 2: decreasing the wage to w0=MP0 and increasing it to w1=MP1 later is not a 

credible promise. Workers receive only w*=MP elsewhere so they can not enforce the 

firm to pay w1>MP  workers will not cover the costs of specific training. 
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•Constraint 3: If training is financed by the firm, it can hold wages at w=MP=w* 

throughout the two periods. This, however, is a risky choice. Because of quits, the firm 

may not collect the surplus MP1–w1 for a period long enough to be compensated. Note 

that workers receive w=MP=w* anywhere else, so they can quit any time without outright 

financial loss. 

Specific on-the-job training: 

costs and benefits for the firm  
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Second-best solution: sharing the costs and benefits depending on the intensity of 

exogenous labor turnover (risk of quitting).  

Specific on-the-job training – Implications 

•At times of recession, firms refrain from laying off workers with firm-specific skills. They 

would lose surplus MP1–w1. 

•This helps us understand why productivity tends to falls in the initial phase of 

recessions. (It should grow in the textbook case.) 

•Minimum wage: prevents the firm from decreasing the wage to w0 and later increase it 

to w1  insufficient quantity of specific on-the-job training. 

•Age-wage profiles: workers participating in specific training (with cost sharing) have 

steeper profiles. 
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Empirical issues 

One factor: estimating own-wage elasticity 

Kőrösi Gábor: A vállalatok munkaerő-kereslete, BWP 2000/3, data on 1300-3300 

manufacturing firms, 1992–97 

L = number of workers, w = real labor cost, Q = real output   

One factor: estimating  

own-wage elasticity (cont.)   
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Interpret the result on the basis of the Hicks–Marshall laws! 

 

Own- and cross price elasticities from 

translog demand functions  

with more than two factors of production*   

*) Köllő János: Hozzászólás az elmaradt minimálbér-vitához, KSzle, 2001.1.  

On the estimation method see Week 10 

Reminder 

•A price change can start a chain of substitutions. 

Estimates for large Hungarian firms, 1996 

  

Own-price elasticities:  

Unskilled labor –0,485 

Skilled, old labor –0,175 

Skilled, young labor –0,110 

Capital  –0,894 

  

Cross-price elasticities:  

Unskilled – old skilled –0,057 

Unskilled–young skilled –0,001 

Unskilled– capital 0,543 

  

Old skilled – unskilled –0,098 

Old skilled – young skilled –0,054 

Old skilled – capital 0,326 

  

Young skilled – unskilled –0,002 

Young skilled – old skilled –0,049 

Young skilled – capital 0,160 

  

Capital–unskilled 0,582 

Capital – old skilled 0,203 

Capital – young skilled 0,109 
 

Source: Köllő (2008) 
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•We cannot be sure if the compensated elasticities of substitution are positive. 

•If factor i becomes more expensive, the demand for j will not necessarily rise at given 

level of output. 

1. Firms employing k types of labor and capital try to minimize their costs:   

2. Optimal demands are a function of all factor prices   

3. Elasticities calculated using the estimable L*i/ wj parameters measure how the 

optimal employment of factor i changes depend on factor price j. 

For the estimation procedure, see  Week 10 Measuring labor demand 

Note that the demand for 

unskilled labor and capital are 

more elastic than the demand for 

skilled labor. Why? Explain by 

referring to the Hicks-Marshall 

laws. 

What can the estimates tell about 

substitution between capital and 

different types of labor?  

Are skilled and unskilled labor 

complements or substitutes?   
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